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100% MADE IN USA 
ENGINEERED IN DETROIT. MANUFACTURED IN OHIO. 

Manufactured in Defiance, Ohio, we have gone to great lengths 

in R&D, engineering, and manufacturing to make life easier for 

our customers. Driven by a passion for perfection and doing the 

right thing, we are proud to design, engineer, and manufacture 

our products from recycled materials right here in the U.S.A. 

We’re even prouder to treat our workers well and help improve 

the everyday lives of our customers.



We took DIY plywood drawers and turned the idea into an engineered, 
rugged and affordable solution for fleets, commercial applications, 
tradesmen, public safety responders, military applications and more... 
and we did it right here in the USA. 

WORK
SMARTER

ORGANIZED STORAGE

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.
Roll up to the jobsite ready to go with 
the tools and materials for the day 
organized and easily accessible. With 
DECKED’s customizable storage and 
line of drawer components, you’ll end 
the 'junk show' in the bed of your 
truck or van cargo area and get 
organized for the job.



ERGONOMIC 

ONE OF THE EASIEST WAYS TO REDUCE INJURIES AND INCREASE FLEET SAFETY.

DECKED optimizes worker safety by making accessing items like tools, hardware, gear and toolboxes 
safer, rolling them out to the worker in the “power zone.” With DECKED, your worker will never 
need to crawl into the bed of the vehicle again. The leading cause of workplace injury is over-
exertion from lifting, pulling, holding and carrying in awkward positions, including in and around 
work vehicles. Jobs that involve working from the bed of a pickup or cargo van expose the worker
to these very hazardous movements, costing employers tens of thousands of unrecoverable dollars 
with each injury. Prevent injuries, keep your fleet’s feet on the ground. 



DESIGNED TO BE OUTSIDE IN THE ELEMENTS.
DECKED is designed and engineered to live outside in the elements. Built from High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE), cast aluminum and stainless steel, your tools, hardware and other drawer 
contents are kept protected and dry. Our product is unaffected by extreme shifts in temperature, 
blazing UV exposure or anything else the environment may bring.

SECURE 
PIECE OF MIND.
Unlike other toolboxes, DECKED is out 
of sight and out of mind, providing 
peace of mind when it comes to 
guarding your valuables and key items. 
With the tailgate closed and locked, 
drawers are inaccessible and unable to 
be opened. Combined with our drawer 
locks, your tools and other essentials 
are safe and secure. 

WEATHERPROOF 



UNMATCHED STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT.
Using CAD data and OEM engineering standards, DECKED delivers a 2000lb system payload and a 
200lb load rating per drawer. With a total product weight of only 205-230lbs (depending on model), 
DECKED has a strength-to-weight ratio of ten to one.

UNDERSIDE VIEW
Depending on your bed length, each
system will have 6-7 galvanized steel
tubes running laterally through the
deck. Dimples in the deck surface
identify steel tubes for easy location
when attaching components.

HEAVY DUTY ENGINEERING

HIGH DENSITY

POLYETHYLENE (HDPE)

Impervious to the elements and
unaffected by solvents, lubricants
and other compounds, HDPE is the
ideal material with its ultra resilient
and durable properties.

FULL USE

OF YOUR BED

Hey tough guy, no sacrifices,
no B.S. Decked has a true 
2,000 lb payload and preserves
the entire footprint of your bed. 
So load up and get busy workin’.  

SECURE

Close ‘er up, and your beloved tools, 12 ga, and other 
job supplies are secure and out of sight. Drawer & Bin 
locks are also available. Combine that with you tailgate 
and you have total piece of mind. 

ORGANIZED

STORAGE

End the junk show. 
Easily access your 
tools and gear. 
DECKED Drawers
get you dialed in 
and makes your life 
more efficient. 



SYSTEMS FOR FULL & MID SIZE TRUCKS 

THE ALL NEW DECKED 2.0 DRAWERS ARE LOADED W/ 

IMPROVEMENTS FOR BOTH FULL & MID SIZE TRUCKS
*8’ LONG BED SYSTEMS DO NOT COVER ENTIRE BED FLOOR

Full bed-length drawers and side access pass-throughs to the wheel wells offer massive, 
customizable storage. Almost zero wasted space. Exactly 100% increase in the utility of your 
truck bed. Full-size standard drawers extend 12" further and Full-size short drawers extend 1" 
further. Midsize standard drawers extend 7" further and Midsize short drawers extend 3" further



Two completely new Drawer Systems redesigned and vastly 
improved. Informed by over 250,000 customers, 15,000 reviews, 
and thousands of installs… We made the best even better. 

NEW FULL-SIZE SYSTEM FEATURES:

•Increased Drawer Extension!  The #1 request…The drawers now 
pull out farther.

•New Drawer profile… Bigger, roomier, More usable, with 10% 
more volume per drawer.

•Ditched the ammo cans for Pass Throughs. Now there’s 
unrestricted access from the tailgate to the wheel well. No more 
wasted space. Included Stash Bin option is now waterproof and 
lockable.

•Improved design increases dust and water resistance. New close-
out panels prevent particulate intrusion of all kinds. Squared off 
drawer face provided additional protection from dust and water.

NEW MID-SIZE SYSTEM FEATURES:

•One ultra-wide drawer for maximized usable storage area. 
Almost NO wasted space. One drawer to rule them all.

•Increased drawer extension means easier access and 
unrestricted storage. A 30% increase in storage volume!

•A tongue and groove aluminum tray holds 400lbs of your stuff 
with ease and is incredibly light.

•Completely re-engineered support structure ditches the ammo 
cans for Pass Throughs, giving you access in front of, and behind 
wheel wells. Carry it all, reach it all.

REDESIGNED FROM THE GROUND UP.



Accessories included with the purchase of a Drawer System
DECKED ACCESSORY PACK 

Full Size Drawer System:

•1x Sixer 16
•1x Halfrack 32
•2x Drawer Dividers
•1x Drawerganizer
•4x Stash Bins

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

Mid Size Drawer System:

•1x D-CO Bin
•1x Sixer 16
•1x Halfrack 32
•4x Stash Bins



GET DECKED!
TOLL FREE 1-800-274-5689 | SALES@WORKTRUCKSOLUTIONS.NET

WORKTRUCKSOLUTIONS.NET/DECKED-DRAWERS
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